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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to determine how guided inquiry models could improve students' critical thinking ability. This study 

is such a kind of qualitative content analysis. The study was done by analyzing articles from different journals. Each 

journal was nationally accredited. The author of each article focused on extending the Guided Inquiry Model's 

implementation could increase students' critical thinking ability. Qualitative data analysis was conducted. The results 

of those articles showed that there was an increase in critical thinking skills by implementing guided inquiry models 

on science learning, and there are factors that influence the success of the inquiry model on the essential skills of 

thinking of students, including mental readiness, student effectiveness, and teaching skills in facilitating learning 

which greatly determines the success of the guided inquiry 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Education is one aspect that determines the future of 

the nation. In this connection, the government continues 

to strive to improve education quality. Improving the 

quality of the teachers and the staff, revising the 

curriculum, and updating the facilities have been done 

by the government to improve education quality. 

Education can be defined as a way to create an 

environment of learning activities to have students who 

have the potential to become religious, have self-

control, multiple intelligence, and nationality [1]. 

Senior High School is as the initial implementer in 

the world of education. Early education is a serious 

concern in its implementation. However, the educational 

process carried out to achieve educational goals must 

begin with learning processes carried out by teachers, 

especially at the high school level. The teacher must pay 

attention to good learning components, namely, mastery 

of materials, strategies, methods, and skills in varied 

teaching so that student learning outcomes will be 

better. 

Teaching and learning science at high school are to 

make the students confident in all of Gods' creatures. 

Secondly, to develop the knowledge about concepts of 

science especially applied in daily life. Third, to 

enhance students' attitude toward the development of 

science. Fourth, to develop the skills to explore and 

solve problems. Fifth, to become aware of preserving 

the environment. Sixth, to become responsible for 

preserving nature as one of God's creatures, and 

seventh, to gain basic concepts of science 

In the science learning process, planting good and 

correct concepts is necessary. This is because science is 

a continuous science from the basic level to a higher 

level. The mastery of the science concept at the basic 

level determines the science concept's mastery at the 

next level. Therefore, the implementation of science 

learning must be emphasized by students. It is students 

who are active while the teacher is only a motivator and 

facilitator. Also, based on the 2006 KTSP curriculum, 

science learning in Senior High School is required to 

make students have high PAIKEM [2]. The science 

curriculum is perfected to improve the quality of 

education nationally. 

Thus, based on the previous explanation, the 

research was conducted, which investigates three 

research articles that focused on exploring the 
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phenomena of increasing critical thinking ability by 

implementing the Guided Inquiry Model. 

2. RESEARCH METHODS 

This study used qualitative content analysis as the 

study method to explore the phenomena of the 

implementation of the Guided Inquiry Model and its 

effect on students' learning performance from three 

different studies published in the national accredited 

journals. 

The qualitative method is a research method used by 

qualitative researchers to explore the phenomena of a 

certain context or explore the content of the object study 

to determine the facts, describe the phenomena being 

investigated, and make conclusions [3, 4, 5]. 

The data were collected from three different research 

articles that describe how the Guided Inquiry Model 

influences students' learning outcomes. The data then 

were analyzed using thematic analyses. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the analysis, the facts showed in the 

research studies that Guided Inquiry Model was proved 

to be effective in improving students' learning 

performance. The stages in the Inquiry Model are 

thought to be able to train students to develop critical 

thinking skills, namely the aspect of interpretation. 

Students can classify problems or phenomena so that 

they could describe the phenomena clearly. An active 

discussion can improve critical thinking skills, such as 

problem identification, classification, categorization, 

and interpretation [6]. The way to analyze something 

can be gained by identifying problems so that concepts 

and descriptions can be obtained as well as submitting 

opinions through learning experiences [7]. The students 

trained evaluation skills through discussion activities. 

Students could assess each other or respond to their 

friends' statements, provide alternative answers, and 

evaluate information sources during the discussion. By 

accepting input from the presentation results, this stage 

allows students to develop critical thinking skills in the 

evaluation aspect [8,9]. 

Moreover, the ability of the students to make 

inferences or conclusions increased by implementing 

the Inquiry Model. This is because students' critical 

thinking skills can be increased by involving students in 

making statements, solving problems, and drawing 

conclusions. Further, students' self-regulation after 

being treated using the Inquiry Model has also increased 

One researcher explained that the ability to think 

scientifically would develop through inquiry-driven by 

curiosity. Curiosity is a thinking activity that must be 

stimulated and practiced regularly [10]. This is in line 

with what other researcher stated that the Inquiry Model 

is a series of learning activities that maximally involves 

all students' abilities to search and investigate critically, 

logically and analytically. 

The application of the guided inquiry learning model 

is applying learning, which has a strong relationship 

with students who have a high curiosity to learn to find 

something through a continuous learning process [11]. 

In guided inquiry learning, students are trained to learn 

to find something, both pre-existing and new things that 

students find in learning under the teacher's guidance as 

a good facilitator, wise, and liked. 

Guided inquiry learning is an approach where this 

approach will appear in every learning model activity. 

This means that students learn to find something earlier 

through continuous stages or processes. Students' 

memory of learning will last a long time and challenge 

students to continue learning to find new things and 

solve other learning problems. 

Guided inquiry learning has some steps to be 

implemented. The first step is asking questions. In this 

step, the teacher asks questions that stimulate students to 

dare to answer and argue. After that, the teacher guides 

the students to observe the media or props displayed to 

write down and communicate their observations 

properly [12]. 

The second step of the guided inquiry learning 

model is that students formulate hypotheses. In this 

activity, students are formed into small heterogeneous 

groups consisting of 4 to 6 people. This is in line with 

the research that showed that students learn together in 

small groups consisting of 4-6 students who are equal 

but heterogeneous, ability, gender, ethnicity/race, and 

each other in cooperative classes. others help each other 

(1). 

Then the third stage of the guided inquiry learning 

model, namely collecting data, that is, students collect 

data on all activities carried out by each member in the 

group, then the data is grouped. Furthermore, the data is 

sorted based on the number of observations about 

environmental preservation and the use of old resources. 

The fourth stage of the guided inquiry learning model is 

data analysis. In this activity, the teacher provides 

students the opportunity to present their work to the 

class using media/props that the teacher has prepared. 

Other groups pay attention, provide responses or 

objections to whether the presenter group's work is by 

other groups. If not, why, in this case, the group others 

can estimate the appropriate answer. 

The guided inquiry learning model's application to 

increase science learning activities and outcomes are 

student-centered learning through teacher guidance [13]. 

In this case, students act as learning subjects, and the 

teacher acts as a facilitator who provides guidance. This 

is emphasized by the expert, who said that guided 

inquiry is suitable for learning about the concepts and 

principles fundamental in certain science fields [14]. 
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The teacher guides students by asking questions to make 

it easier for students to find their concepts learned, and 

the teacher guides students more when working in 

groups. [15]. 

The other study about the implementation of Guided 

inquiry learning was carried out in SMAN 1 Narmada 

[16]. The research aims to determine the effect of the 

guided inquiry model on learning outcomes and critical 

thinking skills of class X students on biodiversity and 

the classification of living things. The results showed 

that the Guided inquiry learning model has a significant 

positive effect on the students' learning outcomes and 

critical thinking skills. 

Based on the facts on the implementation of learning 

obtained from observations, one of the researchers 

concluded that other factors influence the inquiry 

model's success on students' critical thinking skills, 

including mental readiness, student effectiveness, and 

teaching skills to facilitate learning greatly determines 

guided inquiry [17]. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of research and discussion, it is 

concluded: that 1) The guided inquiry model is more 

effective in improving critical thinking skills than the 

cooperative learning model, and 2) The guided inquiry 

model is more effective at improving generic science 

skills than the cooperative learning model. 
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